DY. CM LAYS FOUNDATION STONE FOR WATER STORAGE TANK AT V.P.MOREPIRLA

Panaji: October 23, 2019
Kartika 1, 1941

DY. Chief Minister Shri Chandrakant (Babu) Kavlekar laid the foundation stone for water storage tank at two different places one each at Zamlimoddi, Barigotov and Voilwada in Village Panchayat, Morepirla Balli Quepem yesterday.

Speaking on the occasion Dy. Chief Minister informed that the approximate cost to be incurred on construction of water storage tank at Zamlimoddi, Barigotov will be about Rs.35 lacs and at Vilovaddo will cost about Rs.17 lacs. These both tanks will help to resolve the water problem of areas of Voillvada, Sakalvada, Kidamkarwadda, Voijwadda, Naskiwadda, newwadda, Velipwadda from V.P.Morpirla Village.

Shri Kavlekar expressed happiness to be part of the present Government. He also urged his supporters to be collective and support for development of constituency as a whole. He expressed his gratitude to all his supporters from V.P. Morepirla to make him win all five election which he had contested.

Dy. CM also listed the ongoing developmental works which will cost of Rs. 4.5 crores. These includes hot mixing of road from Barigotov, Solivado to Kajuvado , which he said will help the people of Morpirla and Barcem area.
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